FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

EMMY® AWARDS TO CELEBRATE TURNING 75 WITH LEGENDARY CAST REUNIONS, REPRODUCTIONS OF ICONIC TV SETTINGS AND INCREDIBLE MUSICAL PERFORMANCES BY CHARLIE PUTH, THE WAR AND TREATY AND TRAVIS BARKER

Milestone Emmys To Air Monday, January 15 on FOX

(LOS ANGELES — Jan. 12, 2024) — The Television Academy revealed an exclusive glimpse into the historic 75th Emmy® Awards and the extraordinary roster of cast reunions and presenters set to appear at the ceremony during the Academy’s Emmys Press Preview event held this morning. Hosted by Anthony Anderson, the 75th Emmy Awards will air this Monday, Jan. 15 (8:00-11:00 PM EST/5:00-8:00 PM PST), on FOX and will also be available the next day on Hulu.
The Academy welcomed Anderson and Executive Producers Jesse Collins, Dionne Harmon and Jeannae Rouzan-Clay to share a “sneak peek” at this year’s unique show elements. Details revealed included show-stopping cast reunions and tributes to hit television series spanning seven-plus decades, including *The Sopranos, Martin, Cheers, Grey’s Anatomy, Saturday Night Live Weekend Update, All in the Family, Ally McBeal* and *I Love Lucy*.

Additionally, the collaboration of Charlie Puth and husband-and-wife duo The War and Treaty was announced for this year’s “In Memoriam.” Travis Barker is also set to perform along with Anderson for a showstopping open.

Anderson also revealed his unconventional plan for keeping things moving on Emmy night. Instead of the traditional play-off music to wrap up long speeches, for the first time in Emmy history, his mother, Doris Bowman aka Mama Doris, will act as the “enforcer” to ensure a swift pace of the telecast.

Members of the media and attendees were invited to enjoy an immersive experience on a recreation of the infamous candy factory set from *I Love Lucy*, where a real functioning nine-foot-long conveyor belt allowed participants to explore exactly how much chocolate could be stuffed inside their mouth, much like the famous scene between Lucille Ball and Vivian.
Vance. Who will be cast as the scheming duo for the anniversary telecast? Tune in to find out the surprise performers!

Samplings of libations to be featured at the Governors Gala, the official Emmys afterparty, were provided by 75th Emmy Awards season partners Franciacorta, Johnnie Walker Blended Scotch Whisky and JUSTIN Vineyards & Winery. Award-winning Pastry Chef Sherry Yard served up the desserts that will be featured at the Gala while guests stayed hydrated with FIJI® Water. Drybar® was also on hand to showcase their touch-up pamper stations for the big day.

Presenters paired as part of special cast reunions include:

- **Sopranos**: Lorraine Bracco (*Rizzoli & Isles*) and Michael Imperioli (*The White Lotus*) – Nominee, Outstanding Supporting Actor, Drama Series
- **Martin**: Martin Lawrence (*Martin*), Tisha Campbell (*Harley Quinn*), Carl Anthony Payne II (*Young Dylan*) and Tichina Arnold (*The Neighborhood*)
- **Ally McBeal**: Calista Flockhart (*Supergirl*), Greg Germann (*Grey’s Anatomy*), Peter MacNicol (*Veep*) and Gil Bellows (*Chucky*)
- **SNL Weekend Update**: Tina Fey (*Unbreakable Kimmy Schmidt*) and Amy Poehler (*Baking It*) – Nominee, Outstanding Host, Reality or Competition Program
- **American Horror Story**: Connie Britton (*Dear Edward*) and Dylan McDermott (*FBI: Most Wanted*)
- **Grey’s Anatomy**: Ellen Pompeo (*Grey’s Anatomy*), Katherine Heigl (*Firefly Lane*), Justin Chambers (*Grey’s Anatomy*), James Pickens Jr. (*Grey’s Anatomy*) and Chandra Wilson (*Grey’s Anatomy*)

Recently confirmed presenters include:

- **Christina Applegate** (*Dead to Me*) – Nominee, Outstanding Actress, Comedy Series
- **Carol Burnett** (*Carol Burnett: 90 Years of Laughter + Love*) – 75th Emmy Awards Winner, Outstanding Variety Special (Pre-Recorded)
- **Peter Dinklage** (*Game of Thrones*)
- **Coleman Domingo** (*Euphoria*)
- **Tom Hiddleston** (*Loki*)
- **Natasha Lyonne** (*Poker Face*) – Nominee, Outstanding Lead Actress, Comedy Series
- **Ke Huy Quan** (*American Born Chinese*)
- **Tracee Ellis Ross** (*black-ish*)
The preview also provided a glance at what Emmy presenters and winners will have the opportunity to receive in the official Emmys Giving Suite, located in the J.W. Marriott at L.A. LIVE. The Giving Suite is produced by Backstage Creations and raises funds for the Television Academy Foundation’s education programs. In attendance were two of this year’s Emmy Awards trophy presenters – 2023 Foundation Summer Interns and Bob Bennett Future Leaders Geethika Kataru, a graduate of The University of Miami, and Carissa Liu, who currently attends the University of Southern California.

The 75th Emmy Awards, executive-produced by Collins, Harmon and Rouzan-Clay of Jesse Collins Entertainment, will broadcast live from the Peacock Theater at L.A. LIVE in downtown Los Angeles on Monday, January 15, 2024 (8:00-11:00 PM EST/5:00-8:00 PM PST) on FOX and will also be available the next day on Hulu.

For more information, please visit emmys.com.

**About the Television Academy**
The Television Academy strives to shape and advance the dynamic television landscape; cultivate a diverse, inclusive and accessible professional community; and advocate for the television industry while capturing the spirit of a new generation of content creators and industry professionals. Through innovative programs, publications and events, the Academy and its Foundation foster and empower storytellers. The Academy also celebrates those who excel in the industry recognizing their achievements through awards and accolades, including the renowned Emmy® Award. Membership in the Academy is open to working professionals in the television industry. For more information, please visit TelevisionAcademy.com.
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